Tinting Solutions
Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF)

PSI’s Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) ensures even heating in tint units with no hot spots. Its high boiling point allows it to maintain the 200-210°
temperatures needed for tinting without boil
over. It is non-corrosive, non-toxic and odorless. It
offers little or no evaporation.
Part #:
2138G - gallon

Easy Clean

Easy Clean is a water repellent treatment for
plastic and A/R coated lenses to prevent smudging. It
imparts an anti-static property to repel dust and fibers.
Lenses treated with Easy Clean wipe clean easily and stay
cleaner longer than untreated lenses. Treatment is applied
by cold dipping the lenses for under a minute.
Part #:
2125L - gallon

Quick Clear Neutralizer

Quick Clear Neutralizer removes color from
plastic, high index and polycarbonate lenses. It will not yellow lenses and is non-toxic and
biodegradable. It is a low evaporation and self cleaning
formula.
Part #:
711G - gallon

Scratch Resistant Treatment
(SRT)

Scratch Resistant Treatment protects plastic lenses from
scratches. It does not affect the optics of the lens and
there are no flow lines, buildup, cracking, crazing, peeling
or discoloring with this product. It is easy to apply. One
quart treats 100 pair of lenses.
Part #:
1008 - quart; 1008G - gallon

2001 UV Concentrate

Independently tested and proven to block 99.9% of harmful UV rays without fading over the life of the lens. Will not
yellow lenses. 2 minute application for uncoated lenses,
coated lenses take 30-45 sec. Makes one quart which will
treat up to 200 pairs of lenses. Recommended for plastic
and high index lens materials.
Part #:
777 - 4 oz.

Blue Light Blocker

An easy way to reduce exposure to blue light from overuse
of digital devices such as tablets, cellphones and computer
screens. It is applied like a tint on all lens materials and
is compatible with AR. Blocks blue light to 525nm and
filters out harmful ultraviolet rays. Reduces glare under
regular conditions and in rain, snow and ice. Improves
vision with increased contrast and better vision in fog
and mist. Great for outdoor activities.
Part #:
1012A - 4 oz. concentrate

One Week UV

Economical UV for weekly change out which assures 98%
UV blockage without testing. This non-yellowing formula
is non-toxic and biodegradable. It makes one quart which
treats up to 100 pairs of lenses in one week. 2 minute
application time.
Part #:
778 - 4 oz.

BPI Tints

PSI distributes the entire BPI
line. Any product in their
catalog can be purchased on
your PSI order.

To Order Call 800-237-8154 or Fax 800-330-3800
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Cleaning Solutions
Ultra Clean

UltraClean is a specially formulated concentrated cleaning
solution for use in ultrasonic cleaners. It safely removes
soils from metals, glass and plastics.
Part #:
2124G - gallon

Quick Clear Tint Pan Cleaner

Why scrub when you can just wipe your tint
pans clean. This no-scrub formula emulsifies old
dye from the cracks and pores of the tint pan
cleaning them with little effort. It leaves a
protective coating making pans even easier to clean the
next time.
Part #:
190 - 8 oz.

All Off Marking Ink Remover

Instantly dissolve and remove any progressive ink
markings with the industry’s most widely used solution. Safer than caustic Acetone and will never ruin
polycarbonate lenses. Simply apply with a swab, cloth
or even dip into solution for 2 seconds. Mess-free Pen
will remove ink from approximately 100 lenses.
Part #: 99-AO – 16 oz.
99-AO4 – 4 oz.
99-AOP – Pen

Lens Cleaner

SIMPLY CLEAN
Cleans glass, plastic, polycarbonate and A/R coated lenses quickly while imparting a brilliant luster. Excellent for final
cleaning of lenses and frames. Quickly removes dust, dirt, grime and fingerprints on eyeglasses, computer screens,
CD’s cameras, binoculars, chrome, paint, mirrors and more without streaking. Also available in private label bottles.
Part #s: GALAR - gallon
QTAR - quart
8OZAR - 8 oz. spray bottle
4OZAR - 4 oz. spray bottle
2OZAR - 2 oz. spray bottle
1OZAR - 1 oz. spray bottle
1/2OZAR - 1/2 oz. dropper bottle

Private Labeling
Available

To Order Call 800-237-8154 or Fax 800-330-3800

